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This robotic vacuum cleaner is for your daily home clean.
Why K2 no suction:Please make sure the robot is in HIGH running working mode,you could check
out via app or press the + button of the remote.
4 Clean Modes Cater to Your Needs:Smart Vacuum Robot Cleaner supports 4 clean modes
including Auto cleanSpot clean Wall Follow clean Manual clean.Freely switch between different
modes and power levels as you want via app.
Long Battery Life & Self-charging:K2 robot vacuum equipped 1800 mAh lithium iron phosphate
batteries make the robot vacuum cleaner a long battery life and up to 100Mins run time(Low suction
running mode). The K2 robotic vacuum cleaner will go back to the charging base automatically when
run out of battery or finish vacuuming.
Smart App & Easy Control:You can easily create a home clean schedule, change the clean mode,
and control the clean direction by using the OKP app. The auto vacuum cleaner robot is also
compatible with Alexa and Google Assistant, allowing users make the robot start and stop the clean
by voice commands. Use robots to save you time and energy!
FreeMove Technology 2.0:Equipped with upgraded 6D built-in anti-collision infrared sensors
technology, OKP robotic vacuum clean your home in an efficient way. Leave you a clean house with
lower power consumption than random path cleaning can achieve!
Advantaged Brushless Suction Port-No Hair Entanglement Any More:This robotic vacuum cleaner
powered by strong digital motor ,K2 features strong suction power and a unique inlet design which
does not clog with pet's hair like other robot vacuums with a rotating brush.
Please read manual carefully before using the robot vacuum cleaner for home and hard wood floor.
OKP brand always focuses on smart appliances and specializes in cleaners helping you clean
house more easier!
We're committed to create great products backed by friendly, responsive service to delight our loyal
customers around the world.
We are developing robotic vacuum cleaners , corded stick vacuum and best cordless vacuum with
the latest smart techs by our engineering team.
Quiet Clean-Your Smart Housekeeper
The floor vacuum robot is quiet but packs 1800Pa of suction power for an impeccable clean-done
the job while you're sleeping.
Why not try OKP K2 rechargeable robot vacuum cleaner!
Smart OKP App & Easy Control
Remote Control:Comes with remote control at your needs;
App Control:OKP Life App for IOS & Android 2.4GHz WiFi only;
Vocie Control:Use your voice for hands-free control with Google Assistant or Alexa,like â€œAlexa,
ask K2 to start clean.â€•
Non-stop Powerful Clean
With the two large wheels and the auto-adjusting clean head of the pet hair robot vacuum for carpet
moves effortlessly from hard floor to carpets to get the mess.Non-stop keep going, your little house
keeper!
Anti-drop Technology
Improved smart protection fully upgraded anti-drop technology prevent the small robot cleaner from
falling down from stairs and off of edges.
OKP K2 Mini-Robot Vacuum Cleaner Package List
K2 Robotic Vacuum DeviceAdapterUser ManualVisible HEPA Dust Box(come inside the K2
Device)Charging DockV-shape Filter ReplacementRemote ControlDual Side-brushes
4 Vacuum Clean Modes for Your Needs
The K2 Smart Automatic Vacuum Cleaner Robot supports 4 clean modes:Auto clean/Spot
clean/Edge clean/Manual clean.
Freely switch between different modes and power levels as you want via the OKP Life App for the
robotic vacuums.

500ml Hepa Filter Visible Dust Box
A large visible anti-spill dustbox of this smart vacuum robot cleaner up to 500ml storage holds more
dirt per clean to reduce the frequency of emptying. High-efficiency dust filtration filters 99% of minute
particles matter, and effectively prevents dust leakage again.Easy-to-use handle for easily take out
to clean up.
Self-charging & Resume
OKP K2 robot vacuum can run for 100 minutes running time per charge, or approximately 1100 sqft.
The robot vacuum can return to the charging dock automatically when the battery is low.
3 levels adjustment via App:
Low: 70-100mins
Mid:50-70mins
High:30-50mins
Strong Suction with Dual Sidebrush
K2 robotic vacuum cleaner for home pet hair equipped with dual side-brushes ,max vacuuming
mode increases vacuum power to 1800Pa to deliver a deeper clean whenever you need. Review
2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price
comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

